VERSATILE C214

Vers. 450+338+452

Vers. 061+291+338+062

Vers. 072+076+274

VERSATILE C214
SCHEMATICS

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES
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VERSATILE C214
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COVERING

LEGS

Soft Cover

Wood

Metal

Arms

FILLING

COMFORT

Leather

Fiber

Plastic

Seat cushion

Foam

Castors
Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Feather

Feather

Firm Comfort

Bed

Electric motion

Motion

Removable

Nails

Contrast Stitching

OPTIONS

Fiber

Feather/Fiber Mix

Standard Comfort

FUNCTION

Back cushion

Foam

Upholstered

Recliner

Sliding

NOTES
The model has quilted seats when ordered in leather, whilst in fabric there are no stitches yet
resulting in a more contemporary look.
Armless seat versions can also be used as a stand-alone element thanks to side panels that
can be easily attached to the seat. The side panels have their own version and must be
ordered separately. It is possible to mix and match stand-alone elements and panels in
different coverings, categories and colors.
Many upholstered small elements enrich the versatility of the models: ottomans in different
dimensions, shapes and function, to be used together with the seats elements or as
stand-alone elements.
Power mechanism with switch on the external side panel (power recliner and manual
adjustable headrests)
The armless relax seats have an upholstered switch flap on the side that can be easily hidden
between the seats to activate the mechanism.
Thanks to ZeroWall mechanism, seat and back cushions can be reclined at a great length
without moving sofa away from the wall.
Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
No Leather Side (the sectional pieces have the side covered with lining and not leather)
Wood Frame
Without Feet Assembled (the feet will be in a bag inside the package)
Cardboard Wrap
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VERSATILE C214
NOTES
Feet height 4,5 cm
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